Tax breaks are often low-road, unsuccessful tools for prosperity
Why carveouts in the income tax code for specific jobs, life circumstances are a bad idea

Taxes have one purpose: to fund public services that benefit everyone and reflect the state’s priorities and values. They should be rooted in well-established tax principles (see box, next page).

Proposals now in the Legislature would make special deals for people in specific professions or life circumstances that run counter to good policy:

► New resident tax credit, HSB 63, a credit for all income tax for four years for someone establishing residency in the state and who is not receiving public assistance.

► New graduate tax credit, HSB 63, a credit for all income tax for four years for a recent graduate of an Iowa-based college, community college, university or apprenticeship program.

► Nurse preceptor (licensed nurse who supervises nursing students) tax credit, HF 157, $1,000 tax credit.

► Child care providers, HF 47, full exemption of wages from income tax.

► Providers of services to disabled individuals, SF7, full exemption of wages from income tax.

More such proposals may be coming. Many are well-intended efforts to address very real challenges, for example, a shortage of workers for demanding, low-wage jobs in child care and direct care, or the challenge of retaining Iowa students who graduate college and leave the state.

However, tax policy is a poor tool for solving these problems. In the end, the tax breaks proposed this session are likely to undermine the intended result by eroding the state’s ability to provide services that promote opportunity for the very same Iowans the tax breaks attempt to benefit.

When a helping occupation — such as child care or direct care — can’t pay enough to attract or retain workers, the answer is for the state to help raise pay and enhance the services that help workers fill the gap. If we want to attract and retain young adults, the answer is to offer the quality of life — safe, active neighborhoods, outdoor recreation, public amenities and good schools — they want.

Income taxes should be based on the amount of income, not the source

Proposals may be counterproductive

People wanting to lure or retain Iowa graduates, or boost the child care system, risk doing the opposite by pushing special income-tax breaks. Tax breaks cost money that cannot go to public schools, the environment, child care assistance or Medicaid.

These breaks may well also result in lower take-home pay for these Iowans than if legislators were to focus
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Taxes do not drive location choices

The House bill focusing on new residents and new graduates — HSB 63 — follows the same fallacy used to sell the massive 2022 tax cuts, that cutting taxes would keep people in the state. Research suggests otherwise. In fact, investments in services that improve quality of life and economic opportunity are more likely to succeed.1

Targeted tax breaks are a destructive trend

Basing tax liability on factors such as type of income means that people in similar economic situations are not treated the same. Iowa has tried this. The state already had significant exemptions for pension income and a full exemption for Social Security.

income — even before the additional breaks passed in 2022. As part of the 2022 tax bill, Iowa expanded those generous tax preferences for retirees, no matter their amount of retirement income.

So, someone making $60,000 in retirement income pays no tax on it — but someone making $60,000 working a job (or two jobs) will pay state income tax on that. The slate of bills with special carveouts proposed this session would gamble further on a bet that has not paid off.

**Advocates should seek high-road policy**

Iowa has pursued a low-road strategy of cutting taxes over the last 25 years with no or little regard for the opportunity costs. Investments in the very services that expand opportunity for all have been held low (K-12 education, child care, health and environmental and workplace protection) or even cut (state universities).

The last five years alone have included three income-tax cut packages, with more planned by the current leadership — along with new property tax cuts that will harm local services.

Advocates for public services should be wary of long-term harms from special income-tax cuts for people in their specialty, and weigh them against the benefits of enhancing services by structuring a tax system that does not pretend we can get something for nothing.